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Executive Summary
Honeysuckle Biscuits and Bakery is a locally owned restaurant in downtown Kennesaw, Georgia.
Since opening in 2018, the business has grown tremendously and has decided to expand. When
they expand, the business will be moving the bakery part of their business next door and
allowing the kitchen to take over the current bakery area. The task of this project is to redesign
the kitchen space to optimize their breakfast making processes and improve cycle time. The
deliverables include a new proposed layout.
While scoping the project, there are a couple of requirements for the new kitchen facility:
larger stove top, prep tables. In addition, the oven is a constraint because it is permanently
installed into the spot it is in. Time is also a constraint since the whole project needs to be
completed from start to finish in four months.
The team performed time studies on all the breakfast processes and received sales item reports
to conduct an economic analysis. While collecting data, the group further analyzed kitchen
layouts and processes. The research aided in understanding how to improve cycle times in a
commercial kitchen and how to layout a kitchen without impeding the natural flow. The
literature found pulled from resources, such as Waffle House and Panera, that also have a fast
casual layout.
Once all the data was collected, a value stream map was created to map each process in the
kitchen. From there the team looked at the data and decided where changes could be made
and how to eliminate steps from the breakfast processes. After changes were made, an
economic analysis found the Return on Investment and how long it would take to breakeven
according to the proposed budget.
The team proposed to move the refrigerators to where the current bakery area is. From there,
it is recommended to move the warmer where the refrigerators were and add a prep table. In
addition, add a larger stove top and a longer prep table to the right of it.
The solution eliminates at least five seconds off the process and allows for a potential of at least
$11,000 more to be made a year (a 3.1% Return on Investment). In addition, it would take 24
days to recover the money lost.
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Chapter 1: The Project
1.1 Introduction
Honeysuckle Biscuits and Bakery is a locally owned restaurant in Downtown Kennesaw,
Georgia. Mitch and Lori Phillips, the owners, opened the restaurant in 2018. Throughout the
last few years, it has become a popular place in the community to socialize, work, and relax.
The restaurant serves customers breakfast, with biscuits as its specialty, lunch, coffee, desserts,
and special to order cakes. As the business is beginning to outgrow itself, the owners have
decided to expand into the open unit next door. The scope of the project is to look at how to
best accommodate the growing demand within the new space.

1.2 System Overview
The main project within the company that we will be working on is to create a new layout for
the expanded kitchen. We will review the process of baking biscuits and sandwiches to improve
cycle time.

1.3 Objective
The project goal is to design the expansion of the commercial kitchen to accommodate the
growing demand for breakfast and lunch. By the end of the timeline, the project should provide
the owners with a blueprint of the proposed layout and a copy of the report that will include
the justifications and research for the solution. Ultimately, the new layout should improve cycle
times, which will create availability for more orders, including catering. It will bring in a larger
profit as the business grows.

1.4 Justification
Honeysuckle Biscuits and Bakery has had trouble in the kitchen with keeping up with orders.
The company has noticed a bottleneck with the stovetop and lacks space to fulfil larger catering
orders, even with the demand present. With the kitchen expansions, the restaurant would like
to open more opportunities through efficient use of their space.

1.5 Project Background
Mitch Phillips has described current problems in the kitchen. First, there is not enough space on
the cooktop. On their busier days, the cooks will get behind on the orders but only because
their equipment cannot keep up. Second, the warmer for the food that is waiting for a
customer to arrive is across the kitchen from where the workers up front enter to pick the food
up. It creates an excess amount of traffic walking through the kitchen. Before finishing the
project, we learned that with the expansion, there will be a warmer placed in the restaurant for
the customer to grab their own food, eliminating one of the issues.
The mission of the project is not only to fix the obvious problems but to identify other
bottlenecks or inhibitors in the kitchen and create a plan of action to fix them. Overall, the plan
of action is expected to allow for a growing demand in the kitchen area. The project will not
1

focus on the bakery section of the kitchen, which will be moved into the new unit into its own
space. It is considered separate from the kitchen duties, which are biscuits, breakfast, and lunch
items.

1.6 Problem Statement
The objective of this project is to create an efficient facility layout by focusing on the cycle time
and organization of the kitchen. The initial problems and goals have been discussed and
identified with the Phillips, including touring the facility and collecting feedback from
employees on the current layout. The project will include a new stovetop and a blueprint that
has the proposed redesign of the kitchen. A constraint that needs to be taken into account is
the electrical wiring and the current placement of the ovens that cannot be changed.
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Chapter 2: Literature
2.1 Literature Review
Facilities include all the systems, the physical building, and any installed components (Robson,
S.K. 2005, 228). Fast casual restaurants are those that do not offer “full table service” but still
provides higher quality than fast food (Malekshahi 2013, 13). Honeysuckle falls into that
category, much like many restaurants, like BurgerFi or Panera. According to Malekshahi, the
overall goal of a facility is to have a smooth process with little to no crossover and backtracking.
Our goal in the kitchen of Honeysuckle Biscuits and Bakery is to create a smooth path for
putting the biscuits together. Our inspiration comes from fast casual restaurants.

Figure 1. General Layout of Fast Casual Restaurant.

The figure above represents what the general layout of a fast casual restaurant looks like. When
compared to the current layout of Honeysuckle, it is extremely similar. The only major
difference is that the dining room does not expand as far due to the layout of the leased space.
Restaurant success is based on the “efficiency of its service” (Dareker & Peshave 2016, 101).
Although the front of the house is extremely important because that is what customers see and
where they are served, the efficiency of a kitchen can make or break a restaurant. Customers
will be more likely to return to a restaurant if their food is delivered promptly, correctly, and
meets their expectations. When planning a kitchen, it is important to consider the steps of the
process and decide how those can be minimized to create a faster product. In addition, the
process should be streamlined. It creates less confusion for the kitchen staff and keeps the
orders in place. A well-designed kitchen should be ergonomically beneficial where one can
“stand in one spot” and do the necessary tasks without extra movement, including standing,
sitting, bending, and reaching (Dareker & Peshave 2016, 103-105). The pie chart below shows
how Dareker and Peshave’s findings found that 90% of people agree that a well-designed
kitchen will come with cost and time savings.
3

Figure 2. Dareker and Peshave’s findings on time saving in a well-designed kitchen.

There are three stations on the main line of Honeysuckle’s kitchen. First, there is a person who
cuts and butters the biscuit. That person will also assemble some toppings (chicken sausage,
sausage, and bacon). The next station is where the eggs and cheese are prepared. Once the
cook prepares those, they will place them on the biscuit. The last station is where the biscuit is
wrapped and packaged.
There are two more primary stations that are not as used as often. First, there is the lunch
station, which is where the sandwiches and avocado toast are prepared. Second is the biscuit
making stations where the biscuits are made from scratch. Both of those are used occasionally
so are not given as much significance in this project.
However, the biscuit making process should be streamlined to set a standard of quality and
reduce or eliminate errors. One key step of process streamlining is documentation (ProofHub
2020, Step 5). Documentation in a working kitchen differs from the norm, Waffle House has a
“cheat sheet” for quality assurance in condiments, plating, and cooking
temperature (Blumberg). This document, shown below, is heavy with visual information and
prioritizes ease of use rather than showing step by step how-To's.

4

Figure 3. Waffle House Cheat Sheet.
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Chapter 3: Project Details
3.1 Design Requirements and Specifications
•

•

•
•
•
•

The new layout should improve the overall flow of food assembly. Within the flow, it
should have a designated space for food preparation that should also be able to be used
for preparing catering orders. In addition, the kitchen layout will accommodate space
for a larger cooktop and a food assembly area that is organized to create a step-by-step
process.
Honeysuckle shall have a new layout for kitchen without bakery area included.
o The kitchen shall accommodate constraints from electrical wiring.
o The kitchen shall leave ovens in current spot for new layout.
The kitchen layout shall eliminate waste within the food assembly by reducing cycle
time by at least 5 seconds.
The manual shall create job roles with tasks.
The kitchen shall have area for food preparation.
The kitchen layout shall provide an increase in potential sales within the company.

3.2 Minimum Success Criteria
The project must provide a new facility layout for the kitchen expansion, including a food prep
area and improvement to the cycle time for food production. The improvement to cycle time
should include proposed job roles and tasks to reduce waste.

3.3 Budget
The expensive items that were considered were tables and larger cooktops. If there is any
electrical rework to be done, that will need to be included as well. The overall renovation has a
budget of $150,000. Since the kitchen is a minor part of the expansion, we are only budgeting
$30,000. There is some flexibility in the budget. If parts of the proposed budget can be justified,
even if they are over budget, they will be taken into consideration.
The four major items that were requested by the kitchen staff, and the team has decided is
crucial to the kitchen expansion are:
•
•
•

large cooktop (~$14,000)
two prep tables (~600 for both)
and warmer (~$1,700).

Based on some research, each item was estimated at the higher end of the products offered in
Table 1 below. Although the items were researched on what would best fit kitchen and the
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needs, the ultimate decision on what to purchase is left up to the owners. The team has
provided the knowledge needed on what is recommended to purchase.
Table 1. Proposed Budget and Proposed Costs.

3.4 Required Resources
For Required Resources, our team intends to use multiple personnel and software. These
consist of Company’s Management (Mitch and Lori Phillips) & Co-workers. We also intend to
use excel to input our numerical data. Microsoft Project will be used to design a formal
schedule and Visio will be used to design value stream map to observe processes within
Honeysuckle Biscuits and Bakery. For AutoCAD, we plan to integrate a visualization of before
and after changes are made in the expansion. Our focal resource is Microsoft Teams, we plan to
use this to communicate, integrate data findings, and share files within the software. Lastly,
GroupMe was used for immediate contact purposes in case someone has had last-minute
schedule changes.

3.5 Team Assignment and Schedule
The schedule is in the form of a Gantt Chart which was created in Microsoft Project. The chart
contains the estimated completion times of the tasks of the project, in addition to, the Team
members that are assigned to that task. The data for the chart is on the file and the individual
weekly schedules of the IE Team are input on the calendar as working and non-working days.
The schedule and assignments will be updated as the project progresses. The two figures below
are examples of the Gantt Chart and Project Schedule. Figure 3 specifically shows the Gantt
Chart. The red lines signify each review, and below the blue lines coordinate the due dates for
each individual person and their part. Figure 4 breaks down each team member’s job into their
specific tasks.
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Figure 4. Current Gantt Chart of Project Schedule.

Figure 5. Details from Gantt Chart for Project Schedule.

3.6 Problem Solving Approach
For our problem-solving approach we plan to collect original data for the process being
performed at Honeysuckle. Then configure with team on ways that could improve the workers’
job. In result we hope to provide a clear business case for improvement that would do better
for the company than harm if owners decide to invest.
In order to prove the importance of reducing the time spent on each food item, the
Honeysuckle IE Team collected time studies and received sales reports. Our goal is to provide
evidence with data and numbers. Through our time studies and sales, we can conduct an
economic analysis. The analysis will provide both the breakeven points and the return on
investment for Honeysuckle.
When it comes to reducing steps, one of the most important steps we took is to map out the
critical path. With our time studies, we were able to break down each step into which location
it was performed. From there, using the map created in AutoCAD, each path can be mapped
out to determine the most prominent locations and visualize the steps to complete the tasks.
The critical path will be used to help determine the new proposed layout that will reduce steps.
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3.7 Project Management
The plan for the project is to start with the basics and build up. The whole team is a part of the
observation process. Our goal is to collect as much information through observing the kitchen
at Honeysuckle Biscuits and Bakery and collecting data through time studies and economic
analysis of past sales reports. While observing and starting to analyze the data, the team wants
to compare its goals to that of what other restaurants have done in their kitchen. At this point,
we will be researching and finding the information we need to successfully redesign the layout.
After observing and collecting data, the next step is to create a current layout of the facility
through AutoCad. Once we have our current layout, it is time to redesign the kitchen. At this
step, the team will pull in all the data we have collected, find any bottlenecks and propose
some solutions. From here, we will discuss and make decisions on what will best fit the
business’s needs. Once that is completed, we will present the finished layout.

3.8 Responsibilities
The responsibilities are divided up evenly amongst the group members. Kaela Bellamy is Project
Manager. Her goal is to check in with the team members, keep the project up to date and
coordinate meetings between the team and the management at Honeysuckle Biscuits and
Bakery. In addition, a large part of her responsibility is to research and find similar case studies
to Honeysuckle. She is a large contributor to the Literature Review and observation process,
since she has had previous experience. In addition, she is working on time studies and the
economic analysis.
Manuel Quintal is the Operations Researcher. His goal is to look up the process and make time
studies of breakfast plates in the back of the house. His responsibilities include researching for
ways to improve these processes and find solutions to any bottlenecks found to improve the
workers job and productivity.
Suheyl Polat is the Technical Expert. His goal is to ensure that key processes are being
performed in a manner that adheres to the technical requirements of the project. His
responsibilities include creating and maintaining the project schedule on MS Project and
working on constructing a technically accurate Manual for new hires.
Je’von Franklin is the project coordinator. His goal is to coordinate the roles within the project
inside of HoneySuckle and ensure everyone’s strengths are being utilized within the project
along with assigning tasks that may be challenging to others throughout the semester. That
being said, Je’von’s responsibilities start from making sure everyone has the right tools to
perform their side of the project and redesigning the layout and potential future layout of
HoneySuckle in AutoCAD.
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Chapter 4: Data
4.1 Time Studies
Due to the many items created in the kitchen, multiple different time studies were performed.
The team did one overall time study for biscuits, since that is the main item sold from the
kitchen. In addition, everyone collected data on the other breakfast items made and ordered,
including avocado and egg toast, breakfast platter, oatmeal, and the grit bowl. The time studies
will be used to prove the decrease in time to make food due to steps being eliminated. It will
also help calculate the economic benefits for the business.
Below is a screenshot of the time study completed. The time study lays out the steps in the farleft hand column. Each cycle records an individual biscuit being made, and how long it took for
each step (recorded in seconds). If there is a dash, that indicates that specific step was not done
or needed for that specific biscuit. All types of biscuits are included on a time study together
because there are multiple small variations that can be made to each biscuit. For example, one
biscuit could include just chicken while another biscuit could be chicken, egg, and cheese. If
each type of biscuit were recorded, the time study would have taken months to complete. For
the interest of time, all biscuits were included in one time study.
Table 2. Screenshot of Time Study Completed on Biscuit Making Process.

The averages, indicated in the table below, of each step were taken to determine the
approximate time it takes to complete each step.
Table 3. Averages of Each Step Completed on Biscuit Making Process.
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After the average of each step was calculated, it was summed up and broken down to
determine how many more items can be made per hour. It is displayed in Table 4 below.

Table 4. Calculated Averages Before and After 5 Seconds Eliminated.

The same process was completed for the breakfast plates and then used for calculating the
improvement that can be made per day.
The breakfast plates time studies were conducted to further analyze any bottlenecks that
Honeysuckle had, and all the units in this study are in seconds.

Figure 6. Breakfast Plates Net Sales.

The top two breakfast plates that were sold from January to August are shown in Figure 6 and
the most were Kennesaw Breakfast Platter with $27,685.52 and Avocado Egg and Toast with
$17,708.28 in net sales.
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Table 5. Time Study of The Avocado and Egg Toast

The time study found that there is a backlog in the area of the stove pan. The colors green,
yellow, and red indicate whether the step is taking too long or is in good track by comparing it
and contrasting them with our biscuits time study. In Table 5, the description of the step is
located on the rows and the cycles are located on the columns.
Table 6. Time Study of The Kennesaw Breakfast Platter

As there is an increasing number of orders for biscuits, the small stove pan is constantly in use
and creates idle time between frying the eggs for biscuits and frying them for their breakfast
plates. Another point to note is that the distance between the warmer where biscuits are held,
and the prepping area is very noticeable. Instead of taking 2 or 3 seconds to get the biscuit it
lasts 15 to 20 seconds as Table 6 shows, creating traffic at the back of the house. The color
black is just a variation that the plate has where customers choose to have either biscuit or
toast with their plate.
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Figure 7. Bar Chart of Avocado and Egg Toast

Figure 8. Bar Chart of the Kennesaw Breakfast Platter.

In both Figure 7 and Figure 8 we can see the high amount of time that it takes to fry the eggs.
The median of frying eggs is around 200 seconds (about 3 and a half minutes) for the breakfast
plates where the target is around 50 to 60 seconds as we can see in the biscuit time studies.
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4.2 Sales Reports
The team was provided with sales reports from previous years. The sales for January 2021August 2021 plus the previous sales reports were used in any calculations for the economic
analysis. Before any analysis could be done, the data had to be cleaned up. The first step was to
eliminate any items that were not made in the kitchen. Since the bakery is being moved, the
improvements being made are only for the kitchen area, so they only affect any items made in
the kitchen. Once that was completed, the items were highlighted based on their type (biscuits,
breakfast items, lunch, and sides). Figure 9 shows a part of the spreadsheet and how it was
organized. The salmon color indicates lunch, and the green indicates breakfast.

Figure 9. Screenshot of Spreadsheet with Sales Report Data.

4.3 Facility Layouts for Data Collection
A crucial part of understanding the process and layout of the kitchen was creating a blueprint in
which our team could layout have an idea of how everything is utilized in the kitchen. An
AutoCAD drawing (shown in Figure #10) was labeled with numbers that indicate appliances,
shelving/racks, and preparation areas.

Figure 10. AutoCAD Drawing of Kitchen and Item Locations.

Using the time studies and the drawing provided earlier, each menu item provided was given a
location to where it was conducted. In the spreadsheet, each step in from time study was
14

accounted for with a number; therefore, the spreadsheet provides a utilization of each area in
the kitchen that can be calculated. It is used to decide which areas are a priority and critical
paths, shown in the figure below.

Figure 11. Screenshot of Critical Path Spreadsheet.
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Chapter 5: Results and Discussions
5.1 Economic Analysis
The two crucial analyses needed to prove the value of the new facility layout were a breakeven

analysis and a return on investment (ROI).
For the breakeven analysis, it was calculated how long it would take in days to recuperate the
money invested into the redesign of the kitchen, both before and after an improvement in the
process time. In order to calculate how long it would take, the sales from January through
August of 2021 plus the sales from the past two years were used to predict the rest of the year
sales. Onces the sales were predicted; the cost of material and labor were subtracted. From
there, the kitchen cost was divided by the predicted sales per day to calculate how long it
would take to breakeven. According to the team’s calculations, it would take approximately 25
days to earn the money back. Due to holidays and weekdays being down in sales compared to
the weekend, an extra two days for error was added to the time to bring it to 27 days to earn
back the money.
For a comparison, calculations to indicate how long it would take with steps in the kitchen
eliminated are below. It used the same process, except the average sales per day were more
since more products could be made. It came to around 25 days with the error included. Table 5
visually represents the calculations to recuperate them money invested in the kitchen layout.
Table 7. Calculated Breakeven Value in Days.

The ROI is crucial to deciding if the investment is worth the money. It decides the percent that
Honeysuckle will most likely make back according to their investment. Once doing the
calculations, using the profit based on decreasing time due to fewer steps, there is a 3.4% ROI.
Although this does not seem like much, 3.4% of the potential profit is $11,427. A few changes
to the organization of the kitchen could save thousands of dollars. The figure below shows the
values used to calculate the ROI.

Figure 12. Calculated Return on Investment.
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5.2 Facility Layout
We conducted a critical analysis of designing a new facility layout. To start, we developed a
three-step process to produce an optimal layout suggestion (Eliminate Waste, Production Flow,
and Redesign Layout). We first performed a production flow analysis on seven popular menu
items and sketched out the flow when performing this task along with eliminating waste. The
production flow is provided in Figure 13.
For the expansion, the bakery section will be relocated into another area; as result, we highlight
all components in “Red” that will be deleted in the updated version of the AutoCAD sketch.
Table 8. Legend for Figure 13, 14, and 15.

Number
1
2
3, 7, 13
4, 8
5

Item
Gluten Free Fridge
Lunch Prep Station
Sinks
Prep Table
Warmer

Number
6
9, 16
10, 12
11
13, 15

Item
Oven
Storage Rack
Breakfast Prep Table
Stove Top
Refrigerators

Figure 13. Eliminate Waste in AutoCAD.

Following the expansion, we demonstrated production flow with popular items on the menu.
As result, we configured there were many back & forth movements within the kitchen that may
result in human errors or provide a non-value-added time when producing items on the menu.
The legend to the right provides a color code indicating the flow of the product in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Conduct a Production Flow within Kitchen.

Following the Production flow diagram, we figured out the stovetop needs an expansion, and
the production flow needs a better stream-line flow handling the biscuits. With continuous help
from the managers of Honeysuckle Biscuit & literature review; we have conducted a potential
new layout in Figure 15. This new layout results in moving the breakfast table (12) & Warmer
(5) right next to the rack (16) to reduce the movement across the kitchen when grabbing
biscuits out of the warmer. In addition, we plan to replace the stovetop (11) with a stovetop
that can cook at a higher capacity. The two refrigerators (14 & 15) were moved to where the
old bakery items were to base the foundation of cold products starting on the right side of the
kitchen.

Figure 15. Redesign Layout of Potential New Honeysuckle Kitchen.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions
This project focused on the facility planning of the expansion of Honeysuckle Biscuits and
Bakery. The goal was to propose a new layout that would help improve the biscuit processes.
Our data was collected through time studies and a critical path analysis. We developed a
solution that remained within our proposed budget that would reduce the biscuit making
process by at least 5 seconds. The proposed solution opens room for profits to grow by at least
$11,000 a year. The team recommends that Honeysuckle double the size of their stove top. In
addition, we recommend the refrigerators are moved to where the current bakery area is. That
would open the flow in the aisle and allow for more prep space for breakfast items. In addition,
that creates space for the warmer to be moved across the aisle, which eliminates back and
forth movement to the warmer when creating biscuits.
The project had many challenges, including time constraints. Redesigning a facility is a large
task to do in a short amount of time. With limited time, it was hard to get all team members to
align their schedules. In addition, data needed to be gathered in the kitchen areas while they
were working. Due to limited spacing, only one member could collect at a time.
Overall, the project was an enormous learning experience and has provided the whole team
with valuable resources. We feel confident in our proposal and thank Honeysuckle Biscuits and
Bakery for their support and the opportunity to conduct this project.
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(229)289-9421
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(678)894-6040

Appendix C: Reflections
Je’von Franklin: When conducting this project, I was not aware of how much we could get done
within a semester. The process of starting from the ground up gave me an insight as an
Industrial Engineer to acknowledge that companies hiring industrial engineers are intending to
decrease the company’s cost; that being said, I was glad to work with classmates on a project
that did not have a specific answer; however, both agreed that we found the best answer.

Suheyl Polat: When I took Project Management last year, I thought Microsoft Project would be
useful later in my career, but this project gave me the opportunity to apply that skill in a realworld environment while that information was still fresh in my mind. A few Take-aways I have
are the importance of having a good relationship with the people you are working with/for,
everything isn’t going to go as planned, and accounting for change is key.

Kaela Bellamy: Redesigning a kitchen facility was a whole new experience, but I was able to
apply an abundance of skills that I have learned over the last few years. One of the main skills I
was able to develop was my economic analysis skills. I have a better understanding of the
process from start to finish, including understanding how to form the data for calculations. I
also have a deeper understanding of communicating with the business you are working for. We
had to have the right balance to be able to thoroughly understand their business and process
but not to get in the way of their current operations. It is also important to have expectations
and tasks laid out for each team member and to check in on each other. Checking in kept
everyone accountable and able to contribute their part to the project.

Manuel Quintal: Working with the back end of a casual restaurant was very exciting. Analyzing
their process from zero to advise them of the appropriate course of action to grow their sales
and production was new to me. To use my analytical skills and mathematical methods with my
team we were able to offer the best answer for their bottlenecks in their process and layout.
We looked to make their restaurant as efficient and profitable as possible for both restaurant
and workers.
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